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World TB Day: Children with MDR-TB should not be left behind
Tuberculosis (TB) is a serious infectious disease that, although treatable, can be fatal. TB remains
a common disease and an important cause of morbidity and mortality in Europe. It has the second
highest burden of disease of all infectious dieases in Europe [1]. In 2014, the average annual
reporting rate in EU/EAA countries (excluding Italy and Liechtenstein) was 12.8 per 100 000
population. In one out of six of these countries, rates were above 20 per 100 000 population
(Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and Portugal). Importantly, in Latvia, Lithuania and
Estonia, multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) was most prevalent.
In Europe, children younger than 18 years account for a substantial portion of patients with TB
[2]. Children with TB have excellent outcomes if diagnosed and treated early [3,4].
Unfortunately, treatment of TB in children is hampered by limited data for safey, dosing and
drug-drug interactions and scarcity of child-friendly drug formulations [5]. Especially for the
management of children with MDR-TB6, children younger than 5 years of age [7-9] and for
preventive treatment [10], there is a prudent need for more effective and safe child-friendly drugs
with simpler regimens.
Specifically, treatment options for MDR-TB in children are lacking behind those for adults.
Children with MDR-TB have not benefited from therapeutic advances due to the use of new and
repurposed drugs in adults with MDR-TB [11]. Clinical guidance is lacking on the use of these
drugs and regimens in children and adolescents, in part because of exclusion of children from
most drug trials for TB [12]. As a result, current recommendations are based on extrapolations
from adult recommendations and expert opinion [13]. However, children can be included in
studies at the early phases of drug development and should be an integral part of the clinical
development plan, rather than studied after regulatory approval in adults is obtained [14].
The WHO End TB Strategy aims to reduce TB deaths by 90%, to cut new cases by 80% between
2015 and 2030, and to ensure that no TB-affected family faces catastrophic costs due to TB.
Elimination of TB can only be achieved by means of strong collaboration within and across
governments, and between partners from the communities, researchers, the private and the public
sector.
All children, our world's future, have the right to live in a safe environment where they can grow
up and achieve their potential [15]. The European Academy of Paediatrics (EAP) strongly
advocates a structured and accountable paediatric training programme focusing on new and
old infectious diseases for all doctors providing first-line care to children in the community and at
the hospital. The EAP also urges EU politicians and national governments to support studies with

the aim to increase efficacy and safety of TB treatment in children.
TB is a preventable and treatable illness with excellent treatment outcomes, if diagnosed and
treated early. Therefore, no child should die from TB.
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